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ABSTRACT
Carbon nanotubes have rightfully been regarded as a wonder material since their
discovery by Iijima in 1991 and the subsequent elucidation of their many material
properties. Their extreme strength is 10-fold higher than any industrial fiber. Their
current density carrying capability is orders of magnitude higher than copper without
failure from electromigration. Their high thermal conductivity bests diamond, and their
structural versatility leads to either semiconducting or metallic electronic character.
These properties all make the integration of carbon nanotubes into functional devices of
high value. However, they remain a material of largely unrealized potential due to several
challenges that arise in their integration into devices. Integration challenges of primary
importance are the ability to sort the metallic species from the semiconducting species in
a scalable manner and to exercise orientational control in placing the sorted species into
electrical devices. Our research demonstrates a path that robustly addresses these
important concerns. First we selectively and non-covalently functionalize the tips of only
the metallic species with gold. This result allows for metallic tubes to be selectively used
in DNA-directed assembly on electrode structures, solving both selectivity and
orientation integration challenges. The performance of the resulting electronic device
v

architectures is also characterized. Together, these results provide a demonstration of
how selective chemistry, top-down fabrication of electrodes and bottom-up DNA-based
assembly can be applied to reliably produce electronic device structures built around
metallic carbon nanotubes. We expect this work will enable future studies of the
performance of a wide range of carbon-nanotube-based device structures.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Exploration and research at the nanoscale promises to usher in extraordinary
advances in medicine, materials, electronics, computation, affecting basically every
sphere of modern human existence. One of the ongoing challenges has been the
integration challenge, i.e. how to integrate these nanoscale objects into useful devices
accessible from the macroscale world. Integrating sorted single-walled carbon nanotubes
into devices has been a singularly notable example of the integration challenge and
meeting that challenge is the motivation for this work.
The carbon nanotube device integration challenge: motivation for this research
Single-walled carbon nanotubes have both compelling material properties and
inherent challenges to their integration into devices. As the upcoming background
material describes, their electronic properties are either semiconducting or metallic in
nature and are purely a function of their formation geometry, otherwise known as the
tube chirality. Growth of carbon nanotubes results in a mixture of different chirality tubes
and a key integration challenge is incorporation into a device of only the desired tube
type from a heterogeneous aqueous tube suspension. Successful integration into electrical
devices also requires that the tubes are oriented to bridge the device electrodes and
establish good electrical contact. Meeting these two key carbon nanotube device
integration goals has been the driving motivation behind this research. This research
presents a novel solution to this combination of device integration challenges by a noncovalent functionalization method whose underlying physics both selects for only the
metallic carbon nanotubes in suspension and also only functionalizes the tube tips. This
1

step then allows an automatic separation of the metallic from semiconducting tubes and
geometrically defined placement upon device integration. Figure 1.1 presents a summary
of the conceptual workflow detailed in coming chapters. We start from a generic aqueous
suspension of as-grown single-walled carbon nanotubes that have a diverse array of
electronic properties, with some semiconducting and some metallic. By a combination of
the difference in Fermi levels between metallic and semiconducting tubes and an electric
field focusing effect to the metallic nanotube tips under microwave irradiation, in one
step we can both select metallic tubes from the heterogeneous suspension and form gold
nanoparticles only on their tips. This result then creates a robust integration pathway that
leverages the power of DNA-directed assembly to provide known placement of metallic
nanotubes through their gold-coated tips, simultaneously solving the orientation device
integration challenge.

Carbon nanotubes have different characteristics based on the relative wrapping geometry
of the hexagonal carbon atom sheet of which they are composed. These different
characteristics are referred to as the nanotube chirality, because there is a structural
geometry that meets the chemical definition of a chiral structure. The physical
characteristics arising from this chirality leads to nanotubes that are either metallic or
semiconducting. When nanotubes are grown, normally a mixture of these types of tubes
will result. Each type of tube has its own desirable characteristics. For example,
semiconducting tubes may be used for making transistors and metallic tubes act as
electrical conductors with extraordinary figures of merit far in excess of
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Figure 1.1: Starting from upper left and following the sequence of arrows: A)carbon
nanotubes which theory predicts consist of 2/3 semiconducting(S) and 1/3 metallic(M)
composition are put into aqueous suspension. B}The metallic tubes are then
preferentially tip functionalized with gold. C)The gold tips of the metallic tubes are then
functionalized with ssDNA(red) which is a complementary match to a bridge linker
strand (violet). D)Two-port gold electrodes(E) are functionalized with a complementary
DNA match(blue) to the other half of the bridge duplex linker which drives directed
assembly of the metallic tubes. E)The semiconducting tubes(S) are then rinsed away,
leaving only metallic tubes(M) integrated into the device.
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ordinary conductors like copper. In comparison to copper, metallic tubes can carry higher
currents, dissipate more heat and are not prone to an electromigration failure mechanism
like metal conductors [1]. Modern electronics and its ever-higher currents need these
improved performance characteristics! However, the previously mentioned integration
challenges must be met before further progress towards using metallic carbon nanotubes
in electronic applications can become routine, and our work shows a path toward this
end. To further clarify our motivation, the following table succinctly captures the
advantages of metallic carbon nanotube interconnects vs. the industry standard copper
Damascene process.

Metallic carbon nanotubes vs. copper interconnects in microelectronic circuitry
Figure of merit

Metallic carbon nanotubes [2]

Copper [3]

Current density (A/cm2)

109 at 250°C

105 (25°C)
104 (125°C)

Thermal conductivity

3500 Wm-1K-1

385 Wm-1K-1

Failure due to

No

Yes

250°C, possibly greater

125°C

electromigration?
Max operating temperature

Table 1.1: Comparison of copper vs. metallic carbon nanotubes for microelectronic
circuitry interconnects
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Nanoscale integration: The grand, key challenge
Nanoscale objects bring a range of compelling material properties. By their very
size, they produce extraordinary materials properties such as direct tuning of quantum
mechanical based properties [4], manipulation of phonons for super-thermal insulators
[5], tunable semiconductor bandgaps [6], tunable colors [7], catalysts allowing synthetic
photosynthesis [8] and photovoltaic cells [9] just to list a few examples in materials
science. However, being able to synthesize nanoscale objects is only the beginning of the
path to realizing all the possible applications. A grand challenge is integration of
nanoscale objects into functional mesoscale assemblies and systems, ultimately extending
to the macroscale. CINT, a Department of Energy funded research facility operated by
Sandia and Los Alamos National Laboratories exists to explore the nanoscale integration
challenge (its name stands for “Center for Integrated Nanotechnologies”), reflective of
how important this nanoscale integration challenge is. As another example, DARPA’s
“Atoms to Product” (A2P) with its nanoscale to millimeter scale integration goal is also
reflective of the importance and challenge of nanoscale integration.
Of all nanoscale objects, carbon nanotubes have been one of the most challenging
to integrate into structures [10]. Electronic circuitry of single walled carbon nanotubes
would offer the opportunities for great performance increases. In the electronics industry,
Moore’s law refers to observation of a doubling of transistors per unit area every 12
months [11]. While this rate of improvement has held for several decades, there is an
increasing realization that integration of nanoscale components will be needed to
continue to extend Moore's law performance into the future. Carbon nanotubes, in
particular, hold great promise to keep Moore’s law going. IBM, and others, have invested
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large amounts in research in this area. While the size of actual atoms is the ultimate limit
of electronic device structures, carbon nanotubes offer an additional effective extension
to Moore’s law in terms of possible clocking speeds [12]. While the number of transistors
per unit area is a rudimentary metric of how useful such circuitry could be, it is
throughput of some sort of calculation, be it of input from sensors or computation that
determines the effective utility of the circuitry. To that end, the electronic properties of
carbon nanotubes allow clocking speeds in the THz range [13], 2-3 orders of magnitude
faster than present transistors. Electronic circuitry is but one area that the effective ability
to integrate carbon nanotubes would be of value.

As noted, one of the properties of nanotubes is the range of chiralities, with
semiconducting tubes having a wide range of tunable bandgaps and the metallic tubes
demonstrating near ballistic electron transport [14]. This range of properties in a carbon
nanotube mixture also creates one of the more vexing integration challenges, i.e. how to
separate the different chiralities either for selection of a particularly desirable
semiconducting bandgap, or perhaps more importantly, how to separate semiconducting
from metallic nanotubes? Some separation methods have been developed, though with
varying degrees of efficacy and requiring different amounts of effort. We illustrate the
challenges and ‘state of the separation art with some examples. Many of these methods
put the carbon nanotubes into an aqueous suspension, whereby they have been
functionalized with some form of amphiphilic molecule whose hydrophobic portion
adsorbs onto the hydrophobic sidewall of the carbon nanotube. The most common
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suspension molecules used are some sort of surfactant such as sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) or sodium dodecyl benzene sulfonate (SDBS) [15], or nucleic acids [16].
Metallic nanotube species have been separated using a range of techniques. One of
the more invasive methods is covalent sidewall functionalization with diazonium salts.
The Fermi level of metallic carbon nanotubes allows selective covalent functionalization
due to electrons being available for bond formation unlike the semiconducting species.
After covalent functionalization with p-hydroxybenzene diazonium salt, a negative
charge can be induced and the metallic species separated from the semiconducting tubes
via electrophoresis [17]. An alternative method uses a long alkyl tail on the diazonium
compound, allowing selective solubility of the thus covalently functionalized metallic
carbon nanotube in tetrahydrofuran (THF) [18]. There are other examples of covalent
chemistry being used for separation of the metallic from the semiconducting species (and
vice versa) [19]. However, the distinct disadvantage with a sorting strategy based on
covalent sidewall modification is the likelihood of irreversible changes to the desired
nanotube electronic properties [20], these properties being the motivation for the sorting
to begin with.
Another method for separating semiconducting from metallic nanotubes has been
termed “constructive destruction”. Here, ropes of mixed carbon nanotubes are dispersed
onto a silicon wafer and metal electrodes are patterned onto the dispersed tubes using
standard photolithographic techniques. By applying increasing electric current, the
metallic nanotubes are eventually destroyed, much like a parallel electrical fuse This
process leaves only semiconducting nanotubes bridging the electrodes, a result that can
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subsequently be confirmed by gating of their electrical response after removal of the
metallic nanotubes [21].
Another interesting method is a gel-based approach where carbon nanotubes are
placed in aqueous suspension via non-covalent functionalization with SDS and then
mixed into an agarose gel which is subsequently frozen. Upon thawing, squeezing the gel
results in the release of a liquid suspension that is enriched with metallic nanotubes
relative to semiconducting ones, which the investigators attribute to selective adsorption
of the semiconducting nanotubes to the gel matrix. The enriched liquid is 70% metallic
nanotubes, while the remaining gel is 95% semiconducting nanotubes [22]. A similar
agarose gel-based separation method exploits the same gel adsorption phenomenon but
uses electrophoresis to separate the metallic species from the gel [23]. The same SDS
suspension is necessary as it is the polar head group of the SDS adsorbed onto the
metallic nanotube sidewalls that is accelerated by the electric field.
A very selective sorting mechanism is that of using ion exchange chromatography
(IEX) in conjunction with carbon nanotubes placed in aqueous suspension by
noncovalent DNA sidewall functionalization. Separation of metallic from
semiconducting nanotubes was demonstrated with certain DNA base sequences of
10mers to 40mers [24]. The authors use a systematic method to generate sequences that
explore possible structures from an overall DNA base sequence library of ~1060 possible
sequences (all possible 100-mers), and demonstrate the identification of DNA oligomers
that have the ability to select for specific single-walled carbon nanotube chiralities.. The
hypothesized reason for the high selectivity is pi-stacking interactions between the DNA
bases and the hexagons making up the nanotube sidewall. Since each chirality has a
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specific associated chiral angle, a particular base sequence of single ring pyrimidines and
dual loop purines will have an optimal pi-stacking affinity interaction with a particular
nanotube’s chiral angle such that it will be the last washed off nanotube in an ion
exchange chromatography experiment. The nanotube length also has an effect on its
affinity for an ion exchange column. Sorting by nanotube length to mitigate this effect
prior to IEX has been demonstrated using DNA functionalized carbon nanotubes and size
exclusion chromatography [25].
There are also multiple strategies that have been applied for directed assembly of
carbon nanotubes. One approach is in situ growth directly on a substrate from catalyst
nanoparticles. While attractive, this method suffers from a lack of chiral specificity and
uncontrolled density of the resulting nanowires. Additionally, temperatures of over
600°C are typically required which is incompatible with many microelectronic
manufacturing processes. Another approach is a framework based method using DNA
directed assembly. In this method, carbon nanotubes have been placed within a
framework provided by DNA origami. This method could conceivably scale in a
commercial environment [26]. There are many other approaches that are interesting as a
proof of concept, but clearly won’t scale. An exciting theoretical prediction is the
creation of electronic heterojunctions (e.g. diodes) by direct joining of metallic and
semiconducting nanotubes. The theoretical prediction was proven by manipulation of two
nanotubes under TEM and joule heating between a tungsten manipulation tip and a
palladium wire to create an end junction. A Y-junction was also demonstrated [27].
Because of the time required for each individual junction, clearly any sort of nano-
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manipulation of individual tubes under TEM and AFM is a technique that will not scale
commercially.
In summary, nanotubes are nanoscale cylindrical objects that hold fantastic
promise due to their unique material properties. They have tensile strength 117x that of
steel per equivalent weight [28] enabling the possibility of structures like a space elevator
[29]. Depending upon their chirality, their electrical characteristic is either
semiconducting or metallic [30], with the metallic type exhibiting near ballistic electrical
transport [31]. Their electrical current density carrying capacities on the order of 4x109
A/cm2 are 1000x that of conventional copper cable [32]. Attractive material properties
such as these would suggest active inclusion of carbon nanotubes in real world products.
However, while carbon nanotubes remain a very active area of research, real-world
products to date largely comprise composites that only partially access their rich potential
[33]. The reason for only partial accessibility of the desirable properties of carbon
nanotubes has been limitations imposed by imperfect solutions to the mesoscale and
macroscale integration challenge. This overall integration challenge may be largely
described as comprising the challenge of accurate placement of nanotubes within an
overall desired structure; connection of the carbon nanotubes, once placed, to each other
or other objects; and the ability to sort nanotubes based on their electronic properties and
lengths. The motivation for the work presented here is addressing major portions of this
integration challenge. The work demonstrates an approach for effectively sorting metallic
type carbon nanotubes and directing their assembly onto mesoscale electrode structures.

10

Carbon nanotube background
Carbon nanotubes are an allotrope of carbon. Other known allotropes of carbon
are graphite, diamond, lonsdaleite, the fullerenes C60 and C70, C540 and amorphous
(disorganized) carbon [34]. Some examples of the various allotrope structures are shown
in Figure 1.2. The fullerenes, also known as buckminsterfullerene, are spheres of either
60 or 70 carbon atoms. Carbon nanotubes have elements in common with the fullerenes
and are otherwise known as buckytubes. While carbon nanotubes are tubular in structure
as their name implies, they are not open-ended cylinders, but are actually capped with a
semi-hemispherical end. This cap may essentially be considered as half of a fullerene-like
structure. Carbon nanotubes are either multi-wall or single-wall, i.e. multi-wall carbon
nanotubes (MWCNTs) and single-wall carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs). In actuality, multiwalled carbon nanotubes are composed of concentric single-walled carbon nanotubes
with a common axis and differing radii. The interlayer distance of approximately 3.4Å is
comparable to the interlayer distance of graphite. In addition to a structural family
resemblance to fullerenes in their semi-hemispherical ends, the wall structure has much
in common with graphite. Graphite is composed of sheets of carbon with an interlayer
distance of approximately 3.4Å. Each sheet is composed of carbon atoms whose
arrangement of covalent bonds forms hexagons, much akin to chicken-wire fence fabric
in appearance. A single isolated sheet of graphite is known as graphene, a material that
enjoys an active field of inquiry comparable to that of carbon nanotubes due to their
many shared physical attributes. A geometric description finds the wall of a carbon
nanotube to have the same hexagonal pattern of covalent bonds but with a variable angle
relative to the tube axis, called the wrapping angle. It is this variable wrapping angle, also
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called the tube chirality that gives rise to the variance in electronic behavior between
tubes of differing chirality. There are two major classes of tubes, semiconducting and
metallic. Within the semiconducting class of tubes, there is a further difference between
tubes of differing chirality in the semiconducting class. Semiconductors have an energy
gap known as the bandgap which must be overcome to allow an electron in the material’s
valence band to transit to the conduction band. The bandgap in the class of
semiconducting carbon nanotubes is not fixed, but is instead a function of a particular
tube’s chirality within the overall family of semiconducting tubes [35].
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A

B

C

D

Figure 1.2: Some allotropes of carbon. A carbon atom is at each bond junction
for all figures. All figures generated in VMD.
A) Diamond.
B) Fullerene
C) Graphite, depicting several layers. Each sheet is known as graphene.
D) A (10,10) ‘armchair’ configuration single walled carbon nanotube. The
‘armchair’ name comes from the undulating armchair like pattern of carbon bonds
perpendicular to the tube axis.
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Vector structure of a single wall carbon nanotube
A first step in exploring single walled carbon nanotubes and their capabilities is precisely
defining their structure [36]. While their growth is not by this mechanism, one can
visualize their sidewall structure by imagining a sheet of graphene being rolled into a
cylinder. Figure 1.3 captures the concept. The chiral vector Ch represents the
circumference of the resulting cylinder perpendicular to the cylinder axis. Imagine
joining lines OB and AB’ of the hexagonal mesh. The vector T can be viewed as the
“seam” of the nanotube sidewall parallel to the cylinder axis. (Of course, there is no
literal seam present, as the entire nanotube is a contiguous collection of covalently
bonded carbon atoms). The vector T is called the translation vector. At that portion of the
tube’s vertical length the structural pattern repeats. The entire bit of hexagonal fabric
bounded by OA-AB’-B’B-BO is referred to as the nanotube unit cell and defines the
fundamental structural ‘brick’. Repetition of this fundamental structural element along
the nanotube length generates the full-length nanotube structure. This schematic gives
insight into the use of the term ‘chiral’ for the chiral vector and when referring to a single
walled carbon nanotube’s ‘chirality’. The unit cell of the hexagonal mesh itself is defined
by the unit vectors a1 and a2 because they capture the fundamental building block
necessary to define the hexagonal mesh. The chiral vector is defined by a linear
combination of integer multiples of the unit vectors a1 and a2 as:
Ch = na1 + ma2 ≡ (n,m)
Single walled carbon nanotubes are described as (n,m), a shorthand which imparts
practical information about the characteristics of that nanotube such as its diameter and
its electronic properties, i.e. whether it is metallic or semiconducting in nature.

14

B’
B

T

θ

Ch

A
a1

O

a2
Figure 1.3: Vectors that describe a single wall carbon nanotube as if it were rolled up out
of a graphene sheet. Vectors a1 and a2 are the unit cell vectors. Vector Ch is the chiral
angle. Vector T is the translation vector and angle θ is the wrapping angle.
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For the semiconducting case, the bandgap can also be determined. The chiral angle θ is
the angle between the chiral vector Ch and the unit vector a1:

cosθ = Ch • a1 / |Ch | | a1|

The chiral angle will be a value between 0° and 30° due to the hexagonal symmetry, i.e.

0° ≤ |θ| ≤ 30°

A zigzag nanotube corresponds to a chiral angle of 0° and the armchair nanotube
corresponds to a chiral angle of 30°. The diameter of the single walled carbon nanotube is
the circumferential length divided by π. The circumferential length is the magnitude of
the chiral vector Ch, so the diameter of the nanotube is:

d = | Ch | / π = ( Ch • Ch )½ / π = (2n + m) / (2 * π * (n2 + m2 + nm)½)

Methods of growing carbon nanotubes
Humans have been accidentally growing carbon nanotubes long before they were
formally discovered and deliberately synthesized. Indeed, in an interesting bit of
serendipity, it has been found via TEM characterization that the famed edge of Damascus
swords of ancient civilizations is due to the presence of carbon nanotubes formed during
the forging process [37]. The black soot formed from the fuel rich flame of an
oxyacetylene welding torch contains carbon nanotubes and fullerenes in addition to the
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expected amorphous carbon. After the discovery of fullerenes by Smalley, the possibility
of a carbon nanotube like analog was speculated on by Smalley at a conference in 1990.
A year later, Iijima provided experimental evidence that carbon nanotubes were both
possible and real [38]. These first carbon nanotubes were grown following the same
methodology as fullerenes. An electric arc-discharge with negative polarity carbon
electrode produced these first deliberately produced carbon nanotubes ranging from 4 to
30 nm in diameter and ≤ 1 μm in length. These first carbon nanotubes were multi-wall.
Since Iijima, multiple approaches for growing carbon nanotubes have been
developed and optimized. The ability to grow single walled carbon nanotubes by multiple
methods has been determined, with the key feature being the presence of a catalyst such
as W, Ni, Co or Fe.
Laser vaporization synthesis: In this method, a graphite target is placed in a quartz tube
heated to 1200°C. The graphite target has a 1.2 atom percentage of Co-Ni catalyst
uniformly distributed within the 98.8 atom percentage of graphite. A Nd-YAG laser is
pulsed onto the graphite target and ablates the graphite/catalyst target resulting in the
generation of carbon nanotubes forming in the vaporized gas from the target. The
resulting nanotubes are flowed downstream within an argon wind and collected at a
water-cooled copper collector. This method produces ropes of single-walled carbon
nanotubes ranging from 10-20 nm in diameter and up to 100 μm long [39]. The diameter
distributions resulting from the laser vaporization method are strongly peaked. An
example run had a chiral angle distribution of generated tubes of ∆θ = 7.3° which for the
generated diameter allowed for a distribution of 17 different nanotube chiralities within
the generated nanotube ropes. This result illustrates that even for a tightly generated band
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of synthesized nanotubes, having an effective means of sorting the nanotubes into single
chiralities is an important challenge. By varying the temperature to which the quartz tube
and target are heated, different mean diameters of nanotubes can be generated, with the
same tight band of generated chiral angles.
Carbon arc synthesis method: Carbon rod electrodes of graphite are maintained at 1 mm
separation and driven at 25V with DC currents of 50-120A, generating peak
temperatures of 2500-3000°C or higher where the majority of nanotubes are formed. A
flow of an inert gas like Ar or He is necessary for cooling to optimize nanotube yields.
The nanotubes collect on the cathode (negative electrode) and are surrounded by
fullerenes and amorphous carbon. Production of single walled carbon nanotubes requires
a catalyst such as Co or Fe to be present in the carbon rod electrode.
Carbon arc and laser ablation were the early carbon nanotube synthesis methods,
but they are no longer used as better methods which operate at substantially lower
temperatures have been developed.
HiPCO: HiPCO, which stands for “High Pressure CO (carbon monoxide)” is a
continuous flow gas phase process [40]. It uses CO gas as the carbon feedstock for
generating the single walled carbon nanotubes and Fe(CO)5 (iron pentacarbonyl) as the
catalyst. The Fe(CO)5 catalyst is in gaseous form as well and combines with the flow of
CO gas. The process operates at pressures of 1-10 atm. and temperatures in the range
800-1200°C. It produces a wide range of carbon nanotube diameters (and hence
chiralities), some as small as 0.7 nm which is the same diameter as the C60 fullerene. The
resulting nanotube diameter and distribution of diameters (chiralities) can be controlled
by the CO gas pressure setting. The HiPCO method results in high quality single walled
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carbon nanotubes with few structural defects. The synthesis product yield is as high as
97%, indicating that. the number of other carbon products such as fullerenes and
amorphous carbon are much lower with this method.
CoMoCat: CoMoCat is another single walled carbon nanotube synthesis method that also
uses CO gas as the carbon feedstock [41]. It also operates in at pressures of 1-10 atm. The
temperature is lower, in the range of 700-950°C. As the name implies, the catalyst
combination of cobalt and molybdenum creates a unique environment for catalyzing the
growth of single walled carbon nanotubes, with very little generation of other carbon
entities like fullerenes, graphite, MWCNTs or amorphous carbon. The catalyst is a CoMo/SiO2 catalyst bed through which the CO flows. The highest selectivity for generation
of single walled carbon nanotubes occurs for a Co:Mo molar ratio of 1:2.
CVD: CVD (Chemical Vapor Deposition) is a method wherein a substrate is coated with
catalysts such as Ni, Co or Fe and heated to 700°C. A hydrocarbon gas such as acetylene
or methane is used along with an inert carrier gas such as nitrogen or argon. The catalyst
metals are in nanoparticle form. The first demonstration of CVD for growing nanotubes
embedded Fe nanoparticles in a mesoporous silicon substrate and the nanotubes grew out
of these pores [42]. One of the unique aspects of CVD growth is the density of carbon
nanotube growth results in van der Waals force interaction between adjacent tubes as
they grow, resulting in vertically aligned forests of carbon nanotubes since they are
tethered to the nanoparticle catalyst on the substrate. The carbon nanotube lengths in such
forests reach 2.5 mm. Another advance within the CVD synthesis approach is the
introduction of a tungsten filament which increases the decomposition of the precursor
gases into the carbon dimer building blocks. Temperatures as low as 550°C have been
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demonstrated for the production of single walled carbon nanotubes with this technique
[43].
The actual formation of single walled carbon nanotubes was observed as the
nanotubes actually grew. A fullerene semi-hemispherical cap was observed to form on a
catalyst nanoparticle which then was lifted away from the nanoparticle as the sidewalls
lengthened carbon dimer by carbon dimer. As the nanotube grew, it rotated around its
access upon each dimer addition to its structure [44].
Chirality and physical characteristics of carbon nanotubes
One of the interesting aspects of single walled carbon nanotubes is that variation
in the chiral angle when grown results in the nanotube’s electronic characteristic being
either metallic or semiconducting in nature. The simple rule to determine this nature is
whether the difference between (n, m) is integer divisible by 3. If it is, the nanotube is
metallic, if not, it is semiconducting in nature:

Metallic
Semiconducting

((n-m) / 3) an integer
((n-m) / 3) not an integer

By definition, the energy gap, i.e. bandgap is 0 eV for a metallic nanotube. In the case of
semiconducting nanotubes, there is a further dissection as a function of chirality.
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The energy gap is nominally 0.5 eV for semiconducting nanotubes, but it is a function of
the chirality defined by the equation:

Egap = 2γ0 acc / d

where γ0 is defined as the C-C tight bonding overlap energy (2.7 ± 0.1 eV), acc is
the nearest neighbor C-C distance (1.42Å) and d is the nanotube diameter

Since the nanotube diameter is directly related to the chirality, the nanotube
chirality sets the fine resolution aspect of the bandgap and hence the semiconductor
behavior.
The most straightforward method to characterize the chirality of single walled
carbon nanotubes is Raman spectroscopy [45]. Raman spectroscopy is a method where
the backscattered frequency of an impinging laser is modulated by the frequencies of
molecular vibrations that are present. Single walled carbon nanotubes have a distinct
signature related to their diameter (and hence their chirality) called the radial breathing
mode, which is the frequency corresponding to the molecular expansion and contraction
of the nanotube radius due to thermal energy exciting that quantum vibrational mode. The
frequency νRBM is inversely proportional to the nanotube diameter. It is defined by the
following equation:
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νRBM = A / d + B
where A and B are constants and d is the nanotube diameter.

The typical RBM range for carbon nanotubes is 100-350 cm-1
Summary
We have introduced the motivation for our research into directed assembly of
metallic carbon nanotubes into devices. We’ve reviewed both why carbon nanotubes are
such a fantastic material worthy of focused research and why an integration challenge
remains in their use, particularly for microelectronic circuitry. Our research specifically
addresses the challenge of moving toward high current, electromigration-proof
interconnects for microelectronic circuitry, an ongoing need as electronics gets ever
smaller and the current densities get ever higher. In the coming chapters, we will
demonstrate scalable ways to simultaneously sort metallic from semiconducting carbon
nanotubes and build in orientational directed assembly control through selective tip
functionalization, ultimately leveraging the power of DNA-directed assembly to create
devices and demonstrate those devices. We’ll also consider some challenges that arise in
the electrical interface between an electrode metal and carbon nanotubes.
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Chapter 2
Gold tipping of metallic carbon nanotubes
A key part of the challenge of integration of carbon nanotubes into electrical
devices is reliably positioning the ends of the tubes in electrical devices and only
integrating tubes with particular electrical characteristics. The ability to select metallic
type single-walled carbon nanotubes from an aqueous suspension of metallic and
semiconducting type tubes and to direct their assembly into electrical devices is a key
motivation behind this research. A combination of the physics of carbon nanotubes and
electromagnetic radiation impinging on high aspect ratio cylindrical objects like carbon
nanotubes presents an opportunity to sort metallic from semiconducting tubes while also
non-covalently functionalizing the tip of metallic tubes with gold. The gold tips then
provide a means to use self-assembly methods to position the tubes and guarantee their
connection point relative in device platforms. In this chapter, we first review prior
research that suggests that metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes can be
separated by their differences in redox potential, and discuss how other researchers have
built upon this knowledge of differences in redox potential as a function of chirality to
demonstrate. In our work, we then take these crucial but incomplete steps by prior
researchers and successfully implement them as a foundation to actual device integration.
The following sections detail the underlying physics and the practical protocols for
implementation of selective gold tipping of nanotubes.
Electric potential chirality tuned carbon nanotubes as reduction agents
Observations of electrocatalytic activity of carbon nanotubes with certain redox
proteins [46] and in the reduction of dissolved oxygen [47] prompted research into the
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mechanism allowing carbon nanotubes to act as a reducing agent. Kavan et al
investigated this process by voltammetry on gold supported carbon nanotubes in an
aqueous solution of 0.1M KCl [48] depicted schematically in figure 2.1. By observation
of Raman spectra as a function of applied voltage (Figure 2.2), they showed a change in
the electronic state of the carbon nanotube suggestive of electron donation to the solution
as evidenced by quenching of the carbon nanotube radial breathing mode amplitude.
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KCl
V

+

Figure 2.1: Voltammetry schematic of gold supported carbon
nanotubes in aqueous 0.1M KCl with applied voltage source V.

Figure 2.2: Radial breathing mode intensity as a function of applied voltage
from -0.4V to 0.8V [44]
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Further work by Strano et al showed an electronic selectivity in the oxidation of
carbon nanotubes [49]. They demonstrated that an aqueous suspension of SDS
functionalized carbon nanotubes exposed to ambient oxygen were reversibly protonated
with a dependence upon the tube chirality. Metallic tubes were shown to donate electrons
most easily to O2, which occurred at neutral pH. Acidifying the solution resulted in
semiconducting tubes also donating electrons as a function of their bandgap, with higher
bandgaps being less reactive. This electronic selectivity effect was further quantified by
O’Connell et al [50], who showed a bandgap-dependent change in the driving force for
electron transfer from the carbon nanotubes to acceptor molecules as evidenced by
chirality dependent changes in the kinetics of electron transfer. Zheng and Diner then
demonstrated electron transfer to small molecule redox agents with the same chiral
dependencies as shown with pH.[51] A key insight was an initial quantification of the
reduction (redox) potential of carbon nanotubes since the redox potentials could be
measured via titration of the small molecule oxidants (KMnO4 and K2IrCl6) and
reductants (NaBH4 and Na2S2O4) that were used. It was observed that the reduction
potential was lowered for all chirality nanotubes when solubilized using an anionic
surfactant such as SDS or SDBS. Quantification of these reduction potentials of carbon
nanotubes raised the fascinating possibility of selective reaction of carbon nanotubes in
redox reactions, thereby providing a mechanism for sorting the tubes via
functionalization. Okazaki et al further quantified this potential Φ0 as related to electronic
energy levels, i.e. Fermi levels in the carbon nanotubes [52] and arrived at a relation
between the work function of the nanotube and the radial breathing mode ωRBM:
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ΦMetallic = 2.2x10-2 ωRBM + 1.15

and

ΦSemiconducting = 1.2x10-2 ωRBM + 1.59

The work function represents the minimum energy that must be imparted for an
electron to be released from the carbon nanotube. The work function for metallic
nanotubes is lower, thus electrons are more easily liberated to catalyze reduction
reactions.
Selective metallic tube gold end functionalization via microwave irradiation
One of the challenges to directed assembly of carbon nanotubes is controlling
their orientation in the resulting structure. Since nanotubes are cylindrical objects, being
able to selectively control the orientation of the nanotube axis relative to the device
structure, as well as control the points of connection relative to the nanotube tips is
desirable. The ability to achieve this orientational control is one of the key motivations of
this research. In the previous section we saw that redox potentials of carbon nanotubes
vary by their chirality and more broadly, whether they are of metallic or semiconducting
type. This understanding opens an opportunity for selective functionalization of only one
type of tube, i.e. only metallic tubes and not semiconducting tubes through variation of
the chemical environment or by imposing an electric potential on the tubes as
demonstrated by Kavan et al [48]. However, in that work, the electric potential was
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uniform over the entire tube and required physical contact with the tube. An important
advance was the ability for geometrically targeted functionalization, specifically noncovalent tip functionalization with gold. This result was achieved by Duque et al [53] and
provided inspiration for this key element of our research. They demonstrated the selective
formation of metallic gold from metal salts, e.g., chloroaurate where the gold is deposited
onto the tips of metallic carbon nanotubes. Their approach used microwave irradiation
and they dubbed the process “antenna chemistry”. This method allows production of a
sufficiently large voltage potential at the carbon nanotube tips to reach the redox potential
in metallic type tubes, conceptually depicted in figure 2.3. Ideally, neither the central
section of metallic tubes nor any part of semiconducting tubes reach potentials capable of
reduction because the field is focused at the tips of conducting metallic tubes and the
needed redox potentials differ between metallic and semiconducting tubes.

Increasing
E-field
strength
Figure 2.3: Conceptualization of microwave induced E-field strength relative to carbon nanotube
geometry

To expand upon the tip enhancement mechanism, the effect of electron emission
in intense electric fields from metals was described by Fowler and Nordheim and is
known as Fowler-Nordheim emission [54]. In an electron microscope, the electron beam
is generated by a field emission gun that operates by applying a large electric potential
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(voltage), resulting in a large electric field at the tungsten field emission source. The
electric field is largest at the smallest cross sectional area features of the conductive field
emission source. It is at this very fine tungsten tip from which the electrons emit in a
narrow beam, creating the source used for imaging [55]. Analogously to the tungsten tip
in the electron microscope, the electric field intensity at the tips of metallic carbon
nanotubes exposed to electromagnetic radiation will be greatly enhanced due to their very
high aspect ratio (length to diameter), on the order of 1000:1 for a one µm long nanotube
with a one nm diameter. The geometry of carbon nanotubes is very much like that of a
dipole antenna and modeling of the electric fields surrounding dipole antennas is well
documented [56]. Dipole antennas with a surrounding dielectric result in even higher
field intensity enhancement at their tips. Carbon nanotubes solubilized by non-covalent
sidewall functionalization with a surfactant such as SDBS act like dipole antennas coated
with a dielectric, thus such a system will have an even higher electric field intensity
surrounding at its tips [53].
A metal salt like chloroaurate (HAuCl4) upon reduction will produce a precipitate
of metallic gold [57]. This reaction, relying upon electrons from the carbon nanotube, is
the chemical basis of the gold tipping employed in this research.

AuCl4¯ + 4e¯ → Au° + 4Cl¯

Real-world implementation of gold tipped carbon nanotubes
Per the original work of Duque et al [53], the experimental protocol is
straightforward: add a 20 μL drop of chloroaurate solution to 1 mL of SDBS surfactant
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suspended single-walled carbon nanotubes and place in a 1000W microwave oven
uncapped for 10 seconds. The result:: gold tipped carbon nanotubes. However our
experience in implementing this strategy was less straightforward. Our detailed
experimental protocol is detailed at the end of this section, while here, we present the
discussion of our experience and how we overcame the deficiencies we observed.
In implementing this protocol, we found two major unexpected challenges to be
addressed. First, there was aggregation of nanotubes after 10 seconds of continuous
microwave irradiation, and second, there was nanotube sidewall decoration with gold
nanoparticles and formation of substantial numbers of free gold nanoparticles in solution.
Aggregation of nanotubes
Figure 2.4 illustrates the aggregation effect with AFM scans of the microwave
irradiated carbon nanotube suspension. We hypothesized this result to be due to a heating
effect, as carbon nanotubes are very good microwave absorbers. The SDBS surfactant is
adsorbed onto the sidewall of the carbon nanotubes through hydrophobic interactions,
and sufficient thermal energy would disrupt this assembly. The disruption of the SDBS
layer allows nanotubes to interact with one another and aggregate, effectively gluing
them together. Another observation was spherical debris which could be reflective of
SDBS micelles. Reasoning that our observations were due to a thermally induced effect,
we implemented an intermittent microwave radiation protocol. Successive application of
1 second bursts of microwave radiation separated by a cooling time defined by the time
needed to re-enter the next 1 second burst on the control panel, resulted in no further
observed aggregation of nanotubes while retaining the desired gold tipping result.
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Figure 2.4: Microwave induced aggregation of carbon nanotubes (top) and apparent SDBS micelle
formation (bottom). These are AFM scans of the 107.1 suspension without HAuCl4 present of 10
seconds continuous microwave irradiation (top) and 15 seconds continuous microwave radiation
(bottom)
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Formation of gold nanoparticles at other than carbon nanotube tips
In addition to gold nanoparticles forming on the carbon nanotube tips, a large
number of free gold nanoparticles, both in solution and decorating the carbon nanotube
sidewalls, was observed. These particles are evident in the AFM and TEM images shown
in figure 2.5 through 2.8 below.

Figure 2.5: AFM phase image of gold sidewall decorations on carbon
nanotubes. The black dots are gold nanoparticles.
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Figure 2.6: TEM image showing multiplicity of free gold nanoparticles (black dots).
Gray lines are carbon nanotubes.
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Figure 2.7: TEM image showing gold nanoparticle sidewall decorations on carbon
nanotube sidewalls. Gold tips on some carbon nanotubes also visible. The free gold
nanoparticles are significantly smaller in diameter than those formed on the carbon
nanotube tips, consistent with a greater abundance of reducing electrons in that region.
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Figure 2.8: TEM image showing gold nanoparticle sidewall decorations on carbon
nanotube sidewalls and free gold nanoparticles.
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Duque et al had reported that gold nanoparticles only formed at the tips of the
carbon nanotubes and there were no free gold nanoparticles in solution or decorating the
sidewalls [53]. Figures 2.5 through 2.8 illustrate that our experience was different.
However, we do note that Figure 2.7 in particular shows that the free gold nanoparticles
and those decorating the carbon nanotube sidewalls are appreciably smaller in diameter
than those that form at the tips, suggestive that there is a greater abundance of reducing
electrons available in the tip region. A review of the literature around the formation of
gold nanoparticles suggests that the formation of extra nanoparticles is not that
surprising. The seminal paper describing early synthesis of gold nanoparticles
demonstrates that they form readily [58]. Gold nanoparticles were shown to form from
chloroaurate in the presence of rod-like micelles irradiated with UV light [59]. Indeed,
gold nanoparticles are often grown based on a surfactant micelle template in the presence
of a reducing agent [60]. We do not know why this difference in results arises, though
one possibility is a difference in the microwave. We used a standard commercial
microwave, while Duque et al used a professional laboratory microwave. It may be that
greater field inhomogeneity in the commercial microwave leads to problems with gold
nanoparticle formation. However, as noted, the production of excess gold nanoparticles is
not surprising, and we suspect that such formation could occur under a wide range of
experimental conditions. Thus, to address this complication, we developed an efficient
“nano-purification” technique that removes the excess gold nanoparticles, leaving only
gold tipped metallic carbon nanotubes. Intuitively assuming the gold nanoparticles
decorating the sidewalls were weakly attached, a cold centrifuge approach was applied.
The two-step process consists of first removing excess SDBS by cooling the gold tip
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prepared carbon nanotube suspension to 10°C while centrifuging, thus forming a white
pellet. The black supernatant containing the gold tipped carbon nanotubes is then
removed and placed in Eppendorf tubes and cooled to 1°C while centrifuging. This
results in a black pellet being formed with a cherry red supernatant consistent with free
gold nanoparticles. The AFM and TEM images of Figures 2.9 through 2.11 show the
desired result of only gold tipped carbon nanotubes without the free gold nanoparticles
and sidewall decorations.

Figure 2.9: Phase type AFM scan showing gold tipped carbon nanotubes.
(note these are actually two adjacent tubes, each with separate gold tips on
their respective ends)
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Background: Characterization by Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)
AFM (Atomic Force Microscopy) uses an atomically sharp tip, typically about 10
atoms wide, on the end of a cantilever. Scanning involves moving the tip into contact
with the sample and then moving it from side to side in a raster fashion. As the tip
encounters surface features of various heights, the cantilever deflects, and a laser beam
reflected from the cantilever surface serves as a method of detecting the tip interaction
with the surface. For presentation, the range of tip interactions is assigned a color scale
and creating a 2D graph of the cantilever position allows an image to be formed. There
are two primary scanning modes, contact and tapping. Contact mode keeps the tip in
continual contact with the sample during the raster scan. Tapping mode finds the
mechanically resonant frequency of the cantilever prior to imaging, and uses changes in
the amplitude of motion of a resonantly driven cantilever as a measure of interaction
forces. Tapping mode is a generally superior method of scanning a sample surface since
it does not drag the tip across the surface, which may cause damage to both the sample
and the tip, introducing artifacts or reducing the sharpness of the resulting image.
Tapping mode also opens up alternative methods of creating the image. The fundamental
method of creating an AFM image is to color map the height of the cantilever as it
traverses the sample surface. However, since the cantilever in a tapping mode experiment
is vibrating at its resonant frequency, there is additional mechanical information available
in the cantilever response that can often enhance the image or discern image features not
accessible any other way. To elaborate, the cantilever in tapping mode is driven from a
sinusoidal source. The actual cantilever oscillation amplitude and phase angle relative to
the driving sinusoidal source will vary depending on the forces encountered from the
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sample surface. This variation allows creating an image from the cantilever amplitude
(or, alternatively, from the cantilever height adjusted to maintain a constant amplitude) or
from the cantilever phase angle relative to the driven source. The latter, a phase image, is
particularly sensitive to variations in sample density, and objects like gold nanoparticles
show a very distinct appearance. Sample preparation of free carbon nanotubes for AFM is
difficult since the affinity of the SDBS functionalized nanotube sidewalls is much higher
for water than the mica substrate used for creating AFM samples. The resulting solubility
of surfactant coated nanotubes leads to the unfortunate circumstance that nanotubes tend
to completely rinse away during sample preparation. However, rinsing is a necessary
step, as simply depositing a droplet and allowing it to dry creates a thick crust without
observable individual carbon nanotubes. Our solution has been to a spincoat of the
sample onto the mica substrate where both a droplet of the carbon nanotube solution to be
characterized and a droplet of DMF (Dimethyl Formamide) are pipetted simultaneously
at the same spot on the substrate. The DMF causes the SDBS to delaminate from the
carbon nanotube sidewalls, so the carbon nanotubes precipitate out of solution and adhere
strongly to the mica.
Background: TEM characterization
We also use TEM characterization for this portion of our research. TEM
(Transmission Electron Microscopy) transmits a beam of electrons that travels through
the sample. The relative intensities due to attenuation of the beam at the electron
microscope sensor forms the image. The higher the atomic number of the atoms imaged,
the darker that portion of the image is. In characterizing the formation of gold
nanoparticles relative to the carbon nanotubes, this contrast mechanism gives a practical
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method of discerning the carbon nanotubes, stray SDBS micelles and actual gold
formations. TEM was important for showing that the free gold nanoparticles that had
formed were much smaller in diameter than those that formed at the carbon nanotube
tips. It has also proven to be invaluable for clearly seeing the gold nanoparticles formed
at the carbon nanotube tips shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11.
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Figure 2.10: TEM image showing gold tipped carbon nanotubes. The gold
nanoparticles formed at the tips of the carbon nanotubes are indicated with
arrows.
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Figure 2.11: TEM image showing gold tipped carbon nanotubes. The gold
nanoparticles formed at the tips of the carbon nanotubes are indicated with
arrows.
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The experimental protocol
1. Prepare aqueous surfactant suspension: Prepare the aqueous surfactant
suspension of 1% SDBS by weight to purified, deionized water. The
practical volume prepared was 12 mL in a 20 mL glass vial. 1% by weight
of SDBS to water is 10 mg/mL. This amount was weighed and added to
12 mL of water and the vial manually swirled to dissolve the majority of
the SDBS. Two vials were prepared at a time. (SDBS is the surfactant of
choice per Duque et al [53]. Their research showed SDBS to have the
greatest efficacy in producing gold tips since the dielectric effect brought
the carbon nanotube reduction potential to its lowest values when using
SDBS versus the other solubilization agents explored in that research.)
2. Add carbon nanotubes to aqueous surfactant suspension: Add singlewalled carbon nanotubes to the vial, working in a drybox to avoid
inhalation of the nanotubes. The formulation used was HiPCO batch
107.1, obtained from Rice University by the Doorn lab at Los Alamos
National Laboratories CINT gateway facility. The amount added is half of
the open volume in the vial. (As grown carbon nanotubes are not a powder
as obtained commercially from companies like CheapTubes or Carbon
Nanotechnologies. Instead, they have more the physical character of
chicken feathers and so are not terribly dense and rather difficult to place
into the vial. The commercially available powder form which is much
denser is due to an acid treatment performed. However, this acid treatment
is known to cause sidewall discontinuities in the nanotubes and hence
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change their characteristics [61]. Importantly, our earlier attempts at gold
tipping of carbon nanotubes using these commercial formulations were not
successful)
3. Tip sonication: The vial suspensions were then tip sonicated for 30
minutes. During sonication, the vials were packed in ice to keep the
temperature from getting too high, since too high a temperature results in
thermal disruption of the non-covalent attachment of SDBS to the
nanotube sidewalls. The amphiphilic nature of the SDBS allows the
hydrophobic carbon nanotubes to remain soluble in the aqueous solution.
4. Ultracentrifugation: The sonicated vial contents were then
ultracentrifuged. Ultracentrifugation at 39Krpm took place for a duration
of 2.5 hours. A ThermoElectron model WX ultra 80 with the TH-641 rotor
was used. The supernatant (top 90%) of the ultracentrifuged suspension is
then pipetted into clean vials.
5. Gold tipping of nanotubes: One mL of carbon nanotube suspension is
pipetted into a 5 mL glass vial, followed by 20 μL of chloraurate solution
(HAuCl4, 200 mg/dL in deionized water, Sigma HT-1004). The vial is
then manually swirled to assure mixing. The vial is then placed with no
cap in the “hot spot” of a 1000W microwave oven and power applied for
one second. The application of power for one second is repeated ten times.
The microwave used is an ordinary kitchen microwave with the turntable
disabled. The “hot spot” was determined by measuring the temperature
increase of 1 mL of water placed in a volumetric grid of positions within
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the microwave where power was applied for 10 seconds. The “hot spot”
was the location with maximal temperature increase. Due to the fact that a
microwave is a resonant cavity, the actual power delivered at any
particular location varies. There are efforts made at mitigating to mitigate
inhomogeneity in commercial microwaves, but power variations
throughout the chamber are common.
6. Nano-purification: We observed gold particle decoration on the nanotube
sidewalls as well as the tips, contrary to expectation. While the source of
this gold particle sidewall decoration is unclear, we found these particles
to be removable without disturbing the gold tipping. A cooling process is
employed, where the suspension of gold tipped carbon nanotubes are
placed in a Falcon tube and centrifuged at 4000 rpm at 10°C for 5 minutes.
A white pellet forms which arises from excess SDBS in solution. The
supernatant is then removed and the sample chilled to 1°C. The sample is
then centrifuged for 30 minutes at 4000 rpm at 4°C. A cherry red
supernatant is observed consistent with gold nanoparticles alone. A black
pellet also forms which is removed and re-suspended in nanopure water at
room temperature with simple manual agitation. TEM observation of the
re-suspended material confirms that this process removes any gold particle
sidewall decorations.
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Summary
We have presented a scalable method with inherent sorting capability of metallic
from semiconducting single-walled carbon nanotubes through gold tipping
functionalization of the metallic type nanotubes. This inherent sorting is based on the
differences in Fermi level energies between metallic and semiconducting nanotubes in
the presence of an electric potential on the respective nanotubes in solution. While based
on the prior work of Duque et al [53] we have demonstrated several improvements in
previously published work. First, we have implemented these procedures using an
inexpensive commercial microwave. Second, we have developed protocols for successful
separation of nanotubes from excess surfactant and free nanoparticles that are generated
during the process. Using microwave irradiation provides the ability to target that electric
potential only at the nanotube tips due to the Fowler-Nordheim effect, thus setting the
stage for orientational control of the subsequent placement of those metallic nanotubes
into devices by the power of DNA directed assembly, a process elaborated in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 3
DNA-directed assembly into devices
DNA base pair complementarity has proven to be a powerful tool for nanoscale
directed assembly of both DNA based structures [62][63][64] and inorganic nanoscale
objects into larger structures [65][66][67]. We leverage this rich area of research to
complete our carbon nanotube based device assembly. Our motivation is the integration
of only metallic type carbon nanotubes onto two-port electrodes from an aqueous
suspension of as-grown single-walled carbon nanotubes. Two primary challenges are
selecting only the metallic type tubes from a mix of 2/3 semiconducting and 1/3 metallic
tubes and to have orientational control of the tubes once integrated into the device. We
have demonstrated in the previous chapter the ability to select for metallic tubes and to
end functionalize only the metallic tubes with gold tips. Through this approach, we now
have the opportunity to implement a powerful method for the desired orientational and
nanotube selectivity control for device integration. We combine our work done thus far
with the power of DNA-directed assembly to achieve our stated motivation, integration
of metallic only carbon nanotubes into an electrical device.
DNA-directed assembly of carbon nanotubes: Our approach
DNA has been used for assembly of carbon nanotubes using such approaches as
DNA origami [68] and PNA (peptide nucleic acid) based toe-hold ladder structures [69].
Our approach results in working electrical devices and is inspired by DNA-directed
assembly of gold nanoparticles [65][66]. Modification of the end of DNA strands with a
thiol group allows the DNA to be tethered to gold via the thiol [70]. DNA
complementarity then provides an opportunity to direct the assembly between nanoscale
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gold objects which has been demonstrated with gold nanoparticles to create dimers,
trimers and colloidal assemblies. We use a similar approach due to the presence of gold
tips on the metallic carbon nanotubes. A conceptual image of the completed device
integration is illustrated in Figure 3.1. The two port gold electrode has a monolayer of
ssDNA with complementary match to allow hybridization to the metallic carbon
nanotube ends. The semiconducting tubes in solution are then simply rinsed away.
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Figure 3.1: Conceptual image of DNA directed assembly of metallic carbon
nanotubes onto 2-port gold electrodes. The semiconducting portion of the tubes
stay in solution and are rinsed away.
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Our exact approach is depicted schematically in Figures 3.2 and 3.3. There is not
a direct complementary match between the DNA strands on the carbon nanotube gold
tips and the DNA strands on the two-port gold electrode. Instead, there are
complementary matches to an intermediate duplex linker strand with sticky (i.e. nonhybridized) ends. This approach allows performing a control experiment to verify that the
directed assembly of the carbon nanotube onto the two port electrode is driven by DNA
directed assembly and not some other mechanism, such as simple adsorption of the
nanotube onto the gold. The experiment is performed both with and without this duplex
linker present.
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Figure 3.2: The conceptual workflow for DNA directed assembly device integration
of metallic carbon nanotubes. 1) Attachment of the thiolated T10 adapter oligo to
the 2-port gold electrodes. 2) Incubation of the duplex DNA linker to the T10Mirk1
oligo. (This step is omitted for the null control.) 3) Attachment of the thiolated
T10Mirk1 oligo to the CNT gold tips. 4} Combination of the elements resulting in
integration of the metallic CNT into the device, given the presence of the duplex
linker. Note that both ends of the CNT will have the T10Mirk1 oligo attached, only
one side is shown for clarity.

Figure 3.3: Detail of the DNA directed assembly components. The duplex linker
(orange), the thiolated T10 adapter oligo (green) and the thiolated T10Mirk1 oligo
(purple). Note that the Mirk1 oligo is named for the sequence published in
reference [72].
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Characterization by AFM
Electrode structures were fabricated as described below, and DNA-assembly
methods were used to deposit gold-tipped carbon nanotubes onto these structures.
Characterization of the resulting assemblies was carried out via AFM with the Asylum
MFP-3D in tapping mode. We present results from three different dispersed solutions. All
three have the T10Mirk1:CNT formulation present. The first is a combination of all
expected necessary elements, the duplex linker:T10Mirk1:CNT and a 1:10 dilution of the
T10 adapter oligo affixed to the gold electrodes. The common steps for all three studies
are to first attach the thiolated T10Mirk1 DNA strand onto the gold tipped carbon
nanotubes. Likewise, the T10 adapter oligo is attached to the gold electrodes. Two sets of
gold electrodes are prepared for this experiment, with a 1:10 dilution of the stock solution
of the T10 adapter oligomer. The two respective strands of the duplex linker are
incubated together. The two electrode sets are then prepared with set one consisting (1:10
dilution T10 adapter oligo, T10Mirk1:CNT and the duplex linker) The AFM scans for
this electrode set are shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. A large number of carbon nanotubes
are seen bridging the two-port electrode gap. Set two serves as a null control with 1:10
dilution T10 adapter oligo, T10Mirk1:CNT but no duplex linker. This null control is
shown in Figures 3.6 and 3.7. No carbon nanotubes are seen bridging the two-port
electrode gap. The only evidence of carbon nanotube adhesion is what appears to be a
lone carbon nanotube adsorbed onto one of the gold electrodes. This result provides
strong evidence that it is DNA directed assembly responsible for carbon nanotube
integration across the two-port electrode junction and not some other competing effect.
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Figure 3.4: AFM scan of two-port electrode with 1:10 dilution of T10 adapter
oligo (strand affixed to the two-port electrode gold)
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Figure 3.5: AFM scan of two-port electrode with 1:10 dilution of T10
adapter oligo
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Figure 3.6: AFM scan of null control two-port electrode The T10
adapter oligo is attached to 2-port electrode, but the duplex linker is
omitted when the T10Mirk1:CNT solution is incubated on the
electrode
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Figure 3.7: AFM scan of another null control two-port electrode The
T10 adapter oligo is attached to 2-port electrode, but the duplex linker
is omitted when the T10Mirk1:CNT solution is incubated on the
electrode
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DNA-directed assembly of carbon nanotube to carbon nanotube
We also explored the possibility of DNA-directed assembly of gold tipped
metallic carbon nanotubes. Using the same T10 adapter oligo, duplex linker and
T10Mirk1 sequences, CNT to CNT structures were created. Figure 3.8 illustrates the
schematic approach.

Figure 3.8: Schematic of CNT to CNT DNA directed assembly

The actual AFM scans in Figures 3.9 to 3.11 show the result is a mat-like
structure of CNTs bound together at their tips. Since there is no limit other than steric
hindrance to the number of DNA linkages to any particular carbon nanotube gold tip, one
might expect multiple connections for each nanotube. The AFM scans bear this
hypothesis out. While this assembly is somewhat uncontrolled, we do note that, in
principle, only gold-tipped metallic nanotubes are involved or retained after rinsing.
Further characterization of these resulting mats could prove interesting, as mats formed
solely from metallic tubes may have interesting functional properties as electrodes.
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Figure 3.9: AFM scan of mat-like carbon nanotube to carbon nanotube
structure
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Figure 3.10: AFM scan showing closer view of the many to many
carbon nanotube to carbon nanotube network.
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Figure 3.11: AFM scan showing closer view of the many to many
carbon nanotube to carbon nanotube network.
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Protocol for DNA-directed assembly
Electrodes were first functionalized with a thiolated “Adapter” DNA (5’CATTCCGCTTTTTTTTTT-SH-3’) at a concentration of 20 uM in 10 mM Tris pH 7.4,
as follows: electrode substrates were cleaned for 10 minutes in plasma followed by 10
minutes in UV-Ozone, then Adapter DNA solution was loaded onto the electrodes
immediately. The electrodes were incubated overnight in a humid box.
Concurrently, the Au-CNTs were bound to the corresponding “Mirk1+Duplex” complex
as follows: first, the thiolated “Mirk1” DNA (5’-AGTCGTTTTTTTTTTTTT-SH-3’) was
hybridized to the “Duplex” DNA for one hour at room temperature at a concentration of
20 uM each DNA oligomer in 100 mM NaCl and 10 mM Tris pH 7.4.
Following this, an equal volume of Au-tipped CNTs was added to the mixture, along with
NaCl to a final concentration of 100 mM NaCl (a “salt-aging” process that allows
maximal loading of SH-DNA to the Au tips on CNTs). The samples were incubated
overnight at room temperature on an Eppendorf rotator. The next day, excess adapter
molecules were washed off the electrode substrates with 5 ml 10 mM Tris pH 7.4 for 5
minutes with 2 buffer changes and dried in air. Hybridized DNA samples (CNT-Au+SHMirk1+Duplex) were pipetted onto the washed electrodes and incubated overnight at
room temperature in a humid box. Electrode substrates were washed as before and
submitted for analysis. Negative controls consisted of all components except for the
“Duplex” DNA.
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Preparation of “Duplex” DNA: “Mirk4” DNA (5’-AAACGACTCTAGCGCGTATA-3’)
and “M3Lcomp” DNA (5’-GCGGAATGTATACGCGCTAG-3’), each at a concentration
of 150 uM oligomer in 70 mM potassium acetate, 20 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl,
10 mM MgCL2, annealed by heating to 94°C for 3 minutes, then allowed to cool slowly.
Protocol for electrode fabrication
The two-port electrodes used were fabricated via e-beam lithography on the FEI
Nova NanoSEM450 model SEM. The electrode design and SEM patterning control is via
the Nabity NPGS (Nanometer Pattern Generating System). The electrodes are built on
<100> silicon wafer material with a 1 μm thermal oxide layer. A Microchem 950C2
PMMA resist layer is spun on and baked for 3 minutes at 180°C. The pattern is created at
aperture 2 on the SEM after having determined the appropriate dose with a test pattern.
After exposure, the resist is developed in 1:3 MIBK ISO developer solution for 60
seconds with gentle agitation and then rinsed with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for 20 seconds
and dried with nitrogen. The residual PMMA monolayer on the patterned area is then
removed under oxygen plasma for 18 seconds at 8W to ensure good adhesion of gold to
the device patterned area. Metallization of the electrode is then performed with a 10 nm
thick adhesion layer of Ti followed by a 75 nm thick layer of Au. The metallized device
is then soaked in acetone overnight for metal liftoff of non-patterned areas. The device is
then inspected under a microscope to ensure all non-patterned metal has lifted off. If
necessary, removal of remaining metal from the two-port electrode gap is achieved by
sonication of the device in a vial of acetone for 10 minutes.
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Review of DNA-directed assembly of gold nanoparticles
Above, we have shown how we use DNA-directed assembly to create
architectures with gold-tipped nanotubes placed on fabricated electrode structures. Our
general approach is based on a range of prior studies that show how DNA can be used to
assembly nanoparticles in a controllable manner. Here, for completeness, we briefly
review relevant aspects of this previous work. Organosulfur compounds such as thiolated
alkanes adsorb onto gold forming a stable bond at temperatures below 100°C [71].
Mirkin et al recognized an opportunity to combine this fact to extend the exciting DNA
self-assembly in the literature at that time to the self-assembly of nanoparticles [72]. By
functionalizing short (8-mer) DNA strands at their 3’ termini with a thiol group, a
mechanism for assembling gold nanoparticles was at hand. In their work, two solutions of
17 nM concentration 13 nm diameter gold nanoparticles are incubated for 24 hours with
two different sequences of thiolated DNA strands that are non-complementary to each
other, allowing the thiol to adsorb onto the gold nanoparticles. The thiolated gold
nanoparticles are then combined, but they don’t interact because their DNA strands are
not complementary. A duplex bridge strand with complementary sticky ends to each of
the two respective DNA functionalized nanoparticle strands is added and the solution is
salt-aged with up to 1M NaCl and 10mM phosphate to encourage hybridization of the
nanoparticles. TEM characterization shows large assembled networks of the gold
nanoparticles with periodic spacing set by the length of the bridge strand (Figure 3.12)
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Figure 3.12: On the left is a depiction of the two different strand
functionalizations of gold nanoparticles. Note the entire sphere will have
DNA connectivity. On the right is the periodic array expected with the
green linker strand bridging the oligos on the two respectively
functionalized gold nanoparticles. This periodic array connectivity is in
three dimensions.

Building upon this basis approach, there has been much research on DNAdirected assembly of gold nanoparticles and how to fine tune the structures and their
potential applications by various methodologies. One such example is the generation of
dimeric and trimeric assemblies of gold nanoparticles [73]. Further refinement was
achieved by the concept of an interaction balance between complementary strands and
non-complementary strands with the presence of the latter causing electrostatic repulsion
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between DNA backbones and entropic repulsion between DNA functionalized particles.
Tuning of these ratios allowed kinetic control and control of the resulting assemblies,
ranging from rapid assembly of large aggregates when non-complementary strands are
not present, to an intermediate of slower assembly of moderate clusters to the extreme
case where no assembly occurs at all [74]. Anisotropic functionalization of the gold
nanoparticle surface was also achieved, which in turn gives greater programmatic control
of the resulting assemblies, instead of a uniform aggregate [75]. Perhaps the ultimate in
DNA based self-assembly of gold nanoparticles was their precise placement into a DNA
origami framework. The DNA origami was designed in the usual way, but deliberate
sticky ends at precise locations were designed onto some of the staple strands. These
served as the attachment points for gold nanoparticles functionalized with the
complement to the sticky ends [76].
While the work reported in this Chapter is based upon this rich set of prior studies
using DNA to assembly various nanoparticle structures, the application of such strategies
to carbon nanotubes relies upon the selective gold-tipping process described previously.
The merging of selective functionalization of metallic carbon nanotubes with wellstudied DNA-assembly methods, as we demonstrate here, has the potential to open up a
new frontier in the controlled assembly of carbon nanotube based electronic devices.
Summary
We have presented results that illustrate combining the power of DNA-directed
assembly with gold tipped single-walled metallic carbon nanotubes, the latter arising
from an inherent sorting mechanism due to Fermi level energy for metallic type
nanotubes, and using these combined techniques to produce simple integrated device
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structures. This combination of two powerful nanotechnologies provides a path for
solving some key integration challenges in the use of carbon nanotubes. We are able to
separate metallic tubes from semiconducting tubes, and are able to control the assembly
of metallic tubes on device structures. The work shown also presents a path for creation
of an intriguing carbon nanotube to carbon nanotube mat-like structure, which may have
thermal or electrical applications. The experiments shown can be considered as a proofof-principle for applying selective gold tipping and subsequent DNA-based assembly to
create integrated structures involving electrodes and metallic nanotubes. In the next
chapter, we present electrical characterization of some of these structures, demonstrating
electrical performance similar to that observed in other nanotube-based devices created
using less controllable strategies.
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Chapter 4
Integrated device characterization
Our motivation has been the integration of metallic carbon nanotubes into a twoport electrical device by directed assembly. In previous chapters, we have shown the
realization of that goal, with confirmation through structural characterization using AFM.
In this chapter, we report the results of electrical characterization of these devices by
generation of i-v curves and place the results in context by comparison with prior
research. One challenge of such comparisons is the connection multiplicity our
integration method produces. Assuming one end use is establishing high current density
connectivity between sections of circuitry, then connection multiplicity could be of great
advantage as it establishes redundancy that would be more robustly resistant to
connectivity failure. However, in some applications, use of small numbers of nanotubes,
or even just one nanotube, to produce electrode connectivity could be desirable. Thus, we
also demonstrate our ability to adjust the number of connections simply by varying
protocols used in the solution-based assembly methods, and we also characterize devices
with small numbers of interconnecting tubes. Our electrical characterization is carried out
using a two-port electrode device with bondpads that allow electrical contact on a wafer
probe station, pictured in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Wafer probe station electrical characterization performed on. At left is
the probe station itself, with micropositioners and needle contacts for mechanically
contacting the device pads. At right is an Agilent B1500A semiconductor analyzer
which provided the probe signaling for generation of the i-v curves.

A review of the expected carbon nanotube physics and prior work
The conductance measurement of a material depends upon a number of physical
factors. The Fermi level is the top quantum energy level to which electrons will fill, or
occupy, the possible energy states of a material at absolute zero temperature. The location
of the Fermi level relative to valence bands and conduction bands and the corresponding
energy gap for population of conducting states, determines the material’s conductivity
character. If a large energy gap must be overcome, the material is considered an insulator.
If the energy gap is on the order of 1 eV, the material is considered a semiconductor. If
the Fermi level is in the conduction band, the material is a conductor [77]. Metallic
single-walled carbon nanotubes, such as those integrated into our two-port device, are
conductors [77]. The measured conductance of a conductor (or its mathematical inverse,
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resistance) depends on various factors and for bulk metals, there is a simple formula for
the conductance G:
G = σℓ / A
where ℓ is the length of the object, A is its cross-sectional area and σ is the conductivity,
an intrinsic quality of the material which is related to the likelihood of a scattering event
as the electron traverses the material when driven by an external electric field. This
relation is known as the classical conductance. When dimensions get very small, the
quantum effects due to wave-like properties of electrons may define electrical transport
characteristics instead of the classical conductance. The electron wavelength is given by
the deBroglie relation

λ = E / hc

where E in this case being the Fermi level energy EF. The determination of whether the
electron should be treated as a particle or a wave from the standpoint of the conductance
measurement relates to whether its wavefunction remains coherent. If there are many
non-elastic scattering events with atoms and interactions with other electrons, the
wavefunction is no longer coherent and the electron acts like a particle and classical
conductance describes its electrical transport characteristics. In the quantum case, the
electron acts more like a wave propagating along a waveguide where there is a
transmission and reflection coefficient T and R respectively at the waveguide boundary.
This type of electrical transport property is called ballistic transport. If the length of the
material the electron traverses is shorter than the mean free path of the electron before a
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typical scattering event and its wavefunction otherwise remains coherent, electrical
transport is of the ballistic type [79]. In such a case the conductance is theoretically
predicted to be integer multiples of the conductance quantum which is defined as:
Go = 2e2 / h

The conductance quantum can be derived from the equation for the 1-D current in a
nanoscale wire, which is a 1-D object. In such an object, the current I and the current
density j are the same and can be given as [80]:

j = -ev(µ1 - µ2) * dn/dε

where v is the electron velocity, (µ1 - µ2) is the difference in chemical potential across the
measured wire and is –eV, with V being the applied voltage across the wire. Finally,
dn/dε is the density of states which in 1-D is equal to 2/hv. This results in:

G = I/V = 2e2 / h

the aforementioned quantum of conductance. An amazing aspect of this result is there are
no details about the material properties or dimensions of the wire involved.
Metallic carbon nanotubes are considered ballistic conductors [81]. In a ballistic
conductor, the electron mean free path is very large and typically in excess of the
conductor’s physical length. The mean free path of carbon nanotubes has been measured
to be as high as 30 µm [82]. In metallic carbon nanotubes, it is expected that there are
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two 1-D sub-bands occupied at the Fermi level for electron conduction, so that the
fundamental unit of conductance will be 2Go for each carbon nanotube in a parallel
connection [83]. The inverse of the quantum of conductance gives the quantum of
resistance. The fundamental expected value of resistance for metallic carbon nanotubes is
thus 6.5 KΩ. Given this background set of expectations of electrical measurement of
metallic carbon nanotubes, we present our results.
Electrical measurement of carbon nanotube integrated 2-port devices
Current as a function of applied voltage was generated by a voltage sweep from
-5V to +5V with a step-size of 0.1V using an Agilent B1500A semiconductor analyzer in
two-port mode. The devices were contacted via a wafer probe station. As described in
previous chapters, the carbon nanotubes are in surface contact with the gold electrodes.
The carbon nanotubes are placed on the gold electrodes via DNA directed assembly, so
both the carbon nanotube gold tips and the gold electrodes presumably have a monolayer
of ssDNA which may interfere with metal to metal contact. We characterized multiple
devices produced at different times in this research program with variable density
bridging of carbon nanotubes across the two-port electrodes. The 020616 devices had a
lower density of carbon nanotube bridging due to making the rinsing protocol earlier after
incubation and more vigorous. These devices with low densities of bridging nanotubes
were initially open circuit upon performing a voltage sweep. They were then thermally
annealed for 30 minutes at 180°C, which resulted in a current response to the voltage
sweep stimuli. The 060515 devices had a higher bridging density and gave a current
response to the voltage sweep stimuli even prior to thermal annealing. These devices
were subsequently thermally annealed in 25°C steps, which resulted in greater
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conductivity after each heat treatment. The following pages present results of both the
AFM scans for each respective device and their i-v curves over a voltage sweep range
from -5V to +5V with a 0.1V step granularity. There is a general commonality in curve
characteristics throughout all measurements, with a general trend towards a lower slope
roughly in the applied voltage range of -1V to +1V. This characteristic is most
pronounced for the low density devices. We will call this region from -1V to +1V the
transition region for the purposes of discussion. In the low-density devices, the transition
region was almost flat, suggesting some sort of energy barrier to be overcome for current
flow at those applied potentials. The negative and positive polarity voltage regions for the
high-density devices were essentially symmetric. This was not always the case for the
low-density devices, and the i-v characteristics varied somewhat for the three low-density
devices shown.
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Figure 4.2: AFM scan of device 020616L, part of the termed “low density”
device class. There are carbon nanotube bridgings visible, though not many
and each bridging appears to be of single nanotubes and not multiple parallel
nanotubes as that of the high density devices.
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Figure 4.3: i-v curve of device 020616L after thermal anneal at 180°C for 30
minutes. The resistance in the quasi-linear region from -5V to -1V is 3.48 MΩ

One particularly interesting result was found for the 020616L device. Figures 4.2
and 4.3 characterize this device with an AFM scan and its i-v curve, respectively. The
020616L device was one of the low-density devices. There were two electrical
measurements taken, one “as fabricated” post-AFM scan and then one after a thermal
anneal cycle at 180°C for 30 minutes on a hot plate in ambient room air. The AFM scan
shown is prior to electrical characterization and thermal annealing.

The 020616L device was measured as open circuit when electrically characterized
as fabricated without a thermal anneal cycle. Figure 4.3 shows the i-v curve after a
thermal anneal. This particular i-v curve is unique relative to all other device curves (see
below), whether from low-density or high-density devices, due to its highly asymmetric
current response relative to the polarity of the voltage stimulus. This device’s i-v curve
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has a very strong diode-like characteristic where the current flow is much higher for one
voltage polarity stimulus than the other, with a 5.45 to 1 absolute magnitude current ratio
at -5V vs. that at +5V. There is an apparent ‘turn-on’ region from 0 to -1V for the
negative polarity area and a relative off-region from 0V to +2V in the positive polarity
region. The device then displays a low-slope turn-on current from +2V to +5V in the
positive polarity region. The ratio of the current conducted at -5V relative to the offregion at +5V is approximately 5400. As mentioned, this particular characterization curve
was unique among all devices. It is initially unclear why a diode characteristic would or
could manifest.
One intriguing possibility is the DNA layer on the electrodes and/or the gold tips
of the nanotubes are forming an asymmetry in the work function at the gold contact.
Huang et al [84] demonstrated the ability to fabricate a Schottky diode of a single-walled
carbon nanotube by the choice of a SAM (Self-Assembled Monolayer) on the gold
electrodes of their device. They used different thiolate molecules on each respective
electrode such that the Schottky barrier heights were different. Their device had current
ratios of approximately 10,000, comparable to the ratio of 5400 measured in device
020616L. This diode characteristic is unexpected and was not observed with any other
device characterized. It remains intriguing and how it occurred is speculative. We explore
the question of the effects of SAMs on our device electrodes and what that may mean for
future research in the discussion section of this chapter and next. However, leaving this
device aside, we now present the results more commonly obtained in studies of all other
devices considered.
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Figure 4.4: AFM scan of device 020616M, part of the termed “low
density” device class. There are carbon nanotube bridgings visible,
though not many and each bridging appears to be of single
nanotubes and not multiple parallel nanotubes as that of the high
density devices.
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Figure 4.5: Device 020616M measurement after thermal anneal at 180°C
for 30 minutes. The resistance in the quasi-linear region from -5V to
-1V is 3.08 MΩ

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 characterize the 020616M device with an AFM scan and its
i-v curve, respectively. The 020616M device was one of the low-density devices. There
were two electrical measurements taken, one “as fabricated” post-AFM scan and then one
after a thermal anneal cycle at 180°C for 30 minutes on a hot plate in ambient room air.
The AFM scan shown is prior to electrical characterization and thermal annealing.
The 020616M device was measured as open circuit when electrically
characterized as fabricated without a thermal anneal cycle. Figure 4.5 shows the i-v curve
after a thermal anneal. The current response to negative polarity and positive polarity
voltage stimuli was largely symmetric, with a slightly stronger current response to
negative polarity voltage stimuli vs positive polarity voltage stimuli. The current response
at the positive polarity voltage stimuli appears to plateau at +4V and higher vs. the slope
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of the curve for the negative polarity voltage stimuli from -4V to -5V actually appearing
a steeper slope. The resistance of the quasi-linear region from -5V to -1V is 3.08 MΩ.

Figure 4.6: AFM scan of device 020616R, part of the termed “low
density” device class. There are carbon nanotube bridgings visible,
though not many and each bridging appears to be of single
nanotubes and not multiple parallel nanotubes as that of the high
density devices.
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Figure 4.7: Device 020616R measurement after thermal anneal at
180°C for 30 minutes. The resistance in the quasi-linear region from
-5V to -1V is 3.33 MΩ

Figures 4.6 and 4.7 characterize the 020616R device with an AFM scan and its i-v
curve, respectively. The 020616R device was one of the low-density devices. There were
two electrical measurements taken, one “as fabricated” post-AFM scan and then one after
a thermal anneal cycle at 180°C for 30 minutes on a hot plate in ambient room air. The
AFM scan shown is prior to electrical characterization and thermal annealing.
The 020616R device measured as open circuit when electrically characterized as
fabricated without a thermal anneal cycle. Figure 4.7 shows the i-v curve after a thermal
anneal. The current response to negative polarity and positive polarity voltage stimuli
was largely symmetric, with a slightly stronger current response to positive polarity
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voltage stimuli vs negative polarity voltage stimuli. The current response at the positive
polarity voltage stimuli has a break in the current increase at +4V and then resumes its
upward trajectory unlike the smooth increase in current response for the negative polarity
from -4V to -5V. The resistance of the quasi-linear region from -5V to -1V is 3.33 MΩ.
The second set of devices, 060515R, 0601515M and 060515L, were prepared
with a higher density of metallic carbon nanotube bridgings. They all showed
conductivity without annealing with symmetric current responses over the voltage stimuli
range of -5V to +5V. A study was performed of their i-v response following progressive
thermal annealing in 25°C increments starting at 50°C to 225°C, in addition to their
electrical response with no annealing. Their conductivity improved after each successive
higher temperature annealing cycle. All annealing cycles were in an argon atmosphere for
a duration of 30 minutes. Figures 4.8 and 4.9 are of the i-v curve and AFM scan of device
060515R, respectively. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are of the i-v curve and AFM scan of
device 060515M, respectively. Figures 4.12 and 4.13 are of the i-v curve and AFM scan
of device 060515L, respectively.
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Figure 4.8: i-v curves for device 060515R for a range of thermal annealing
temperatures applied for 30 minutes in an argon atmosphere. The resistance
calculated from the approximately linear voltage probe range of -5V to -1V is 80
KΩ to 32 KΩ over the anneal temperature range of no annealing (room
temperature) to 225°C, with the conductivity steadily increasing at each progression
of annealing temperature increase.
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Figure 4.9: AFM image of the 060515R device and the density of carbon nanotube
bridging. A rough visual count gives 31 bridgings.
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Figure 4.10: i-v curves for device 060515M for a range of thermal annealing
temperatures applied for 30 minutes in an argon atmosphere. The resistance
calculated from the approximately linear voltage probe range of -5V to -1V is 16 KΩ
to 12.5 KΩ over the anneal temperature range of no annealing (room temperature) to
225°C, with the conductivity mostly steadily increasing at each progression of
annealing temperature increase.
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Figure 4.11 AFM image of the 060515M device and the density of carbon nanotube
bridging. A rough visual count gives 48 carbon nanotube bridgings
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Figure 4.12: i-v curves for device 060515L for a range of thermal annealing
temperatures applied for 30 minutes in an argon atmosphere. The resistance
calculated from the approximately linear voltage probe range of -5V to -1V is
26.7
KΩ to 19 KΩ over the anneal temperature range of no annealing (room temperature)
to 225°C, with the conductivity mostly steadily increasing at each progression of
annealing temperature increase.
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Figure 4.13: AFM image of the 060515L device and the density of carbon nanotube
bridging. A rough visual count gives 30 bridgings.
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Results and discussion
As Table 4.1 illustrates, the measured resistances are not parallel combinations of
the expected double conductance quantum of 6.5 KΩ predicted for metallic single-walled
carbon nanotubes. The table shows that there is larger conductivity for multiple parallelbridged carbon nanotubes on the two-port device upon thermal annealing. However, the
per connection resistance based upon a rough visual count of the number of integrated
nanotubes on the device and an assumption that they are all the same resistance in
parallel, shows the connection resistance per carbon nanotube is of order MΩ, quite high
relative to prediction assuming a perfect connection to the electrodes.
Overall R
Overall R
Visual
Device (lower bound) (upper bound) count
020616L
3.48 MΩ
020616M
3.08 MΩ
020616R
3.33 MΩ
060515R
32 KΩ
80 KΩ
31
060515M
12.5 KΩ
16 KΩ
48
060515L
19 KΩ
26.7 KΩ
30

Per connection R Per connection R
(lower bound) (upper bound)

992 KΩ
600 KΩ
570 KΩ

2.48 MΩ
768 KΩ
801 KΩ

Table 4.1

To better understand these results, we note that eview of actual measurements of
metallic carbon nanotubes show that obtaining a low conductance connection is very
difficult. Tans et al [85] demonstrated that two-point resistance measurements on Pt
electrodes at room temperature were typically 1 MΩ, with one sample being 550 KΩ.
Bockrath et al [83] reported similar results using Au electrodes. Both used a procedure
where metallic carbon nanotubes were dispersed onto pre-fabricated lithographically
produced electrodes, and only those electrodes where nanotubes were present were
electrically characterized. Yao et al [83] report on low resistance contacts which also use
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the dispersal method on pre-fabricated electrodes, but the electrodes are fabricated such
that their surface is within 1 nm of the substrate surface by etching the SiO2 to the
anticipated metal thickness of 20 nm. This resulted in two-port contact resistance of
metallic carbon nanotubes in a range of 17 KΩ for the lowest measured resistance to a
high of 100 KΩ after a brief thermal annealing at 180°C. Soh et al [87] also were able to
demonstrate lower resistance contacts. In this case, they grew carbon nanotubes in situ
from catalyst islands [88] and subsequently patterned Au electrodes such that the
nanotubes were metal encapsulated. Their two-port resistance measurements were over a
range of 20 KΩ to several MΩ. Comparison of our results with these other researchers
strongly suggests the nature of the nanotube to electrode interface is critical. Avouris [89]
measured a 0.3 eV Schottky barrier at the metal to nanotube interface, but this does not
explain the wide variability in measurements. Tersoff [90] examined the question of the
nanotube to contact interface and concludes a high likelihood of scattering events at this
interface due to the Bloch symmetry of the electrons and surface roughness at the
interface. He notes that embedding the nanotube in metal would be better, as would
contact at the end of the nanotube. Our system has some possible aspects of embedding
of the metal with contact at the tips due to the gold functionalization, but there is the
possible issue of passivation of this contact point with the DNA necessary for directed
assembly. The contact point between our nanotubes and the electrodes may be via the
sidewall, which would explain why thermal annealing improves the contact resistance.
Tersoff continues with his analysis that choosing a metal whose Fermi surface extends to
the nanotube Fermi point may alleviate a large portion of the problem and concludes that
aluminum fits this requirement. This observation is intriguing, but would not be
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practicable for our approach. He concludes with the wry observation that connection of
metallic nanotubes and free electron metals in general will have a “pathological contact
resistance”. In our experience, we concur.
A further look
We have seen how the contact interface with carbon nanotubes can dominate the
electrical measurement. However, even so, we have demonstrated the basic validity of
our approach to solve key integration challenges for the incorporation of carbon
nanotubes into electronic devices. Specifically, we have shown that we can selectively
incorporate metallic tubes into devices, and we have shown that we can control the
position of nanotubes through the use of DNA-assembly technology. The combination of
selective nanotube tip functionalization, electrode fabrication and bottom-up DNA-based
assembly strategies offers the promise of a scalable and reliable strategy for generation of
electrical devices consisting of metallic nanotubes with controlled orientation and
density. The advances reported here lay a foundation for subsequent systematic studies
that can help address remaining challenges arising from contact interface properties, and
should be seen as an enabling approach for those studies.
While, the majority of the devices characterized showed a symmetric current vs.
voltage characteristic consistent with a conductor with a barrier at low probe voltages, we
noted that device 020616L had an unexplained diode-like characteristic. This observation
prompted consideration of what could be a reasonable hypothesis to explain this
occurrence, and here we briefly elaborate on that discussion. In actuality, we do not have
a simple gold tipped carbon nanotube adsorbed onto a gold electrode system. By virtue of
DNA directed assembly for placement, we have a SAM (Self-Assembled Monolayer) of
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ssDNA on both the gold electrode and gold tip surfaces. The assumption was that the
thermal annealing step would ensure good contact between the gold surfaces. However, it
remains possible that in some instances, inhomogeneous results of an anneal leads to an
asymmetric contact pattern, so that the overall device is no longer symmetric in terms of
work functions and Schottky barriers [91]. For example, Kim et al explore the idea that
the metal contact work function can be engineered by choice of a SAM layer when
integrating carbon nanotubes [92]. Rusu and Brocks [93] calculated the effect of SAM
layers on the work functions of silver, gold and platinum by first-principles calculations
based on DFT (Density Functional Theory), and found that the calculated work functions
for all metals examined could be both increased and decreased dependent upon the
chemical nature of the SAM covering its surface. Understanding how a SAM layer of
ssDNA (and dsDNA once DNA directed assembly takes place) affects the electrode work
function would give insight into how the electrical characteristics of our integration
system could be tuned and optimized. Due to the use of a bridge linker between the
nanotube gold tip ssDNA and the electrode ssDNA, one could envision each electrode
being produced with a different ssDNA sequence. Given the fact that SAMs of different
thiolates give a wide range of variation to the work function of a gold electrode, might
different base sequences do the same? We view this as a direction of investigation for
furthering this research.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
Epilogue: tying it all together
We have presented research that integrates metallic single-walled carbon
nanotubes into two-port devices and electrically characterizes the resulting structures.
There are many important elements implied in this simple sentence. What our work has
achieved as a cohesive total synthesis is:


Differentiation of metallic from semiconducting carbon nanotubes, allowing
automatic sorting during device integration



Non-covalently gold tipping of the carbon nanotubes to allow orientational
control of the electrical attachment point



Application of the power of DNA-directed assembly techniques to create
nanotube-based devices

With these thoughts in mind, we now explore why integration of carbon nanotubes is
of importance in general, provide a comparison of this work with other work towards
integration of carbon nanotubes into useful devices, and finally, present a forward look at
how this research could be extended.
Why again, carbon nanotubes?
Carbon nanotubes can without hyperbole be called a wonder material. They
possess extreme strength with an elastic modulus of nearly 1 TPa and tensile strength of
100 GPa which is 10-fold higher than any industrial fiber [94]. They can carry current
densities up to 109 Acm-2 without any apparent problem with electromigration, as
demonstrated by measurements at temperatures up to 250°C for up to two weeks [95]. By
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comparison, metallic copper with maximum current densities of 105 Acm-2 and 104 Acm-2
at 25°C and 125°C, respectively. Electromigration, which is defined as the currentinduced migration of conductor atoms, is a significant issue in electronic circuitry [96].
The high current densities at high temperatures and no electromigration are very valuable
for interconnect applications that are enabled by carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes
also have very high thermal conductivity of 3500 Wm-1K-1, which exceeds the thermal
conductivity of diamond [97]. Carbon nanotubes also have the versatile range of
chiralities providing possibilities for customized choice of metallic nanotubes and a range
of semiconducting nanotubes with tunable bandgaps. From the standpoint of electronic
device integration, several of these material properties are extraordinarily compelling.
However, as described previously, key challenges remain before the promise of carbon
nanotubes can be fully realized. Our work addresses two of the major challenges by
providing for selection of metallic tubes and directing their assembly with orientational
control of their tips relative to the electrode structure. These advances have great promise
for enabling studies that realize the potential for interconnect applications, as discussed
later in this chapter.
The current state of the art and our contribution
Successful integration of carbon nanotubes into working devices is a difficult
endeavor. Even more difficult is approaching their theoretically predicted incredible
capabilities once integrated into devices. Our work successfully rises to key integration
challenges. Our approach automatically solves the metallic from semiconducting sorting
problem while simultaneously solving the integration orientation problem via tip only
functionalization.
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However, to provide context for our work, we note that there have been some ingenious
approaches in prior work. A survey of some of these approaches is provide in the hope
that contrast and comparison to features of our work will give improved insight into the
ongoing challenge of carbon nanotube device integration.
Approaches to the challenge of integrating carbon nanotubes into microelectronics
Once Tans et al demonstrated FET function from a single carbon nanotube [98]
and Bachtold et al demonstrated they could be combined into logic circuitry [99], a
compelling need was clear for efficient and scalable ways to integrate carbon nanotubes
that were not based upon laborious fabrication process such as AFM sorting and nudging
onto e-beam patterned electrodes. One approach has been the in situ growth of carbon
nanotubes to create either vertically aligned [100] or perpendicularly aligned and
patterned tubes grown via CVD [101]. Lu and Lieber describe conceptually how a
crossed wire (i.e. perpendicularly aligned) nanotube memory structure could work [98],
but robust assembly methods for such a device are left as a challenge. We will consider
three different approaches to the more general problem of integration of both
semiconducting and metallic carbon nanotubes for electronic circuitry and then focus on
the specific important application area for our research, which is interconnect
applications.
DNA origami nanotube templating
DNA is a marvelously versatile molecule for creating programmatically designed
supramolecular structures [103]. One of the most compelling of such structures is DNA
origami, which has demonstration cases such as maps of the world to whimsical shapes
such as smiley faces [104]. DNA origami is based upon a long ‘scaffold’ strand of
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typically 7 kbases such as M13mp18 viral DNA and short, typically 26-mer staple strands
that are complementarily matched to the scaffold strand at two or more non-contiguous
regions. Figure 5.1 is a schematic conceptualization of how DNA origami works.

Figure 5.1: DNA origami concept. The purple line represents the long scaffold
strand, the red lines represent the staple strands and the yellow lines represent
the area of complementarity that drive the folding of the scaffold strand into the
desired shape.

Maune et al [105] showed a cross-junction carbon nanotube FET directed
assembly process uses DNA origami for placement. They solved the chirality sorting
problem by using the fact that ssDNA both adsorbs to carbon nanotube sidewalls [106]
and the base sequence is selective of chiralities by using ion exchange chromatography
[107]. The chirality selected carbon nanotubes have the equivalent of staple strands added
for scaffolded placement into a DNA origami structure by using what the authors call
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“toe-holds”, which are LNA (Locked Nucleic Acid) extensions so those complementary
bases don’t adsorb onto the carbon nanotube sidewall and are instead available to
hybridize with the complementary match on the origami scaffold strand. The toehold is in
series with a short duplex sequence where competition between the duplex protection
strand and the scaffold strand allow the strand to fully hybridize once the toehold is
formed. They found 50% of the carbon nanotubes assembled into the origami as desired
with the remainder distorting the structure somehow. They further found ~50% of the
assembled carbon nanotubes placed within the desired angular orientation because crossjunctions were desired, wherein the semiconducting nanotube had a perpendicular
metallic nanotube assembled to gate the FET thus formed. However, the metallization
process to connect the device to the outside world is highly laborious and per the authors,
unreliable. They describe an e-beam lithography process after the DNA origami:nanotube
integration has been formed that requires finding the junction under SEM and patterning
electrodes via e-beam. This compares with our integrated device using end-functionalized
DNA-directed assembly process onto pre-existing electrodes, where our approach is
clearly superior in this aspect.
End functionalized carbon nanotube segment placement
As the laboratory research phase of our project drew to a close, a newly published
paper reporting directed assembly of end-functionalized carbon nanotubes. Penzo et al
[108] describe several variants of end-functionalized nanotubes. They demonstrate
binding their end-functionalized nanotubes to lithographically patterned AuPd alloy
nanodots. The nanodots are amine functionalized. The carbon nanotubes are solubilized
by DNA sidewall functionalization as described by Zheng et al [106]. The end
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functionalization of the nanotubes is achieved by oxidizing the cleaved ends of the DNA
sidewall wrapped carbon nanotubes, which presents them with carboxyl groups [109].
The ends are cleaved via ultrasonication. Prior to the end functionalization, the carbon
nanotubes are length sorted via Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) [110]. They are
then self-assembled onto the patterned nanodot arrays and the authors claim parallel
alignment of the assembled nanotubes due to drying forces. They also demonstrated the
same self-assembly method for length sorted cleaved nanotubes using covalent
attachment of amine functionalized DNA. There was no electrical characterization of the
attachments via either end functionalization method, nor was chirality selection of the
placed nanotubes mentioned, though as mentioned above it is possible under the selection
of the correct DNA wrapping sequence. In comparison, there are certain advantages to
our method of tip functionalization and directed assembly. Covalent modification,
particularly oxidation, is known to damage the material properties of carbon nanotubes,
negating many of the advantages sought in pursuing the challenge of integrated them. In
comparison, our method is non-covalent and lends itself to direct electrical connection
using standard thiolated DNA for the assembly process. Interestingly, the authors later
published details of directed assembly of working carbon nanotube Field Effect
Transistors [111]. They used DNA wrapped and length sorted carbon nanotubes as
before, but without covalent tip modification. They used pre-patterned Au electrodes
much like our work, subsequently passivated with PEG (Polyethylene Glycol). They
achieved directed assembly by etching away the PEG at the intended assembly locations
to create a hydrophilic landing zone.
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Metallic carbon nanotubes for interconnect applications
Modern integrated circuitry such as microprocessors consists of multiple 2-D
layers of transistors and requires metallic interconnects between each layer. High
clocking rates demand that these interconnects have the ability to handle high
instantaneous currents and have high thermal conductivity and stability. Copper
damascene technology used for the purpose is the area of most common failures due to
electromigration and thermal stresses [112]. Metallic carbon nanotubes are very attractive
as replacement to the copper interconnects because they have excellent thermal
conductivity, orders of magnitude higher maximum current densities and don’t suffer
from the electromigration failure mode.
In situ carbon nanotube grown as vertical via interconnect: Graham et al [112] describe
CVD growth of carbon nanotubes in situ from a buried Fe catalyst on a tungsten support
at the bottom of a 35 nm hole in silicon nitride. The top side of the hole was patterned
with a tungsten contact. The author’s annealing step was in the 770-850°C range, well in
excess of the annealing temperatures our research employed. The carbon nanotube
interconnects thus grown had resistances from 2.5 KΩ to 13 MΩ. The authors report that
the higher anneal temperatures allowed the best resistances to occur. The nanotubes in
question are multi-walled, so one or more metallic concentric tubes should be present.
Hermann et al investigated how to control the formation of nanoparticle catalysts for
carbon nanotube interconnect applications, though they did not characterize their
electrical characteristics [113]. Any carbon nanotube interconnect method utilizing in situ
growth techniques will necessarily require high temperatures for growth of up to 790°C.
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Though the authors showed the ability to grow carbon nanotubes at temperatures as low
as 500°C, integration with typical microelectronic processes require temperatures still
lower. This speaks strongly for integration approaches post-growth of carbon nanotubes
for interconnect applications. Integration of carbon nanotubes post-growth, as we have
seen, also has difficulties in establishing a robust, low resistance connection at the
electrode nanotube interface. Surface contact of metallic carbon nanotubes with
metallized electrode surfaces have been shown to result in highly variable resistances
typically much higher than the predicted 1 / (2Go) quantum of resistance. Thermal
annealing improves the situation, but does not solve it. However, embedding metallic
carbon nanotubes in the metallization yields very attractive electrical resistance results
with the concomitant advantages of high current densities far in excess of any other
conductor type, high thermal conductivity and no problem with electromigration.
Conclusions and future possibilities
We have demonstrated a method to integrate metallic carbon nanotubes into an
electrical device. This method solves distinct challenges in achieving such integration,
namely sorting metallic from semiconducting carbon nanotubes, addressing how to
orientationally place them such that their ends are electrically connected to the device and
a robust method of directed assembly that places them into the device. Being able to do
this address a distinct need in microelectronics. The current densities necessary in
modern devices are pushing the limits of copper interconnects both in absolute maximum
capacities, thermal conductivity necessary to dissipate the heat generated and premature
failure due to electromigration.
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There is a great need to solve this issue, as illustrated by the EU CONNECT
committee’s prize program “CarbON Nanotube composite InterconneCTs” which
specifically identifies the ability to place metallic carbon nanotubes as interconnects in
future microelectronic circuitry as a critical requirement to keep advancing Moore’s law
[114]. Our work clearly is addressing a critical need for the future of electronics!
The major issue with our method is one in common with other reported
integration of carbon nanotubes, namely the contact interface between the nanotube and
the electrode. Future versions of this work would address this by embedding the nanotube
post-integration in the metallization via an additional lithographic patterning and
metallization step. This would be a straightforward thing to do by the incorporation of
alignment marks when fabricating the initial gold electrode structure. Then, after directed
assembly, one would repeat the electrode patterning over the integrated metallic
nanotubes, thus encapsulating them in the electrode metallization and overcoming the
electrode:nanotube interface resistance issue.
Finally, as we discussed in chapter 4, leveraging the power of DNA directed
assembly for microelectronic devices requires a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) on the
electrode surfaces carbon nanotubes (or other nanoscale components) are integrated into.
An understanding of how the SAM affects the work function barrier of the electrodes
would be invaluable. The possibility that the base sequences of the ssDNA comprising
the SAM could be tuned for a desired work function or work function disparity to
construct devices like Schottky barrier diodes is compelling. Of all the possible further
research paths to pursue in extending this presented research, this is perhaps the most
intriguing scientifically.
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Overall, we see great possibilities for the approach presented here to advance the
state of the art in integration of carbon nanotubes with microelectronic interconnect
technology.
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